
First-Level
Discipline

Second-Level
Discipline

High-level foreign
teachers for

teaching and research
performing duties as

a full-timer for 3
months and above

each year

Sociology

Social Administration
and Social Policy,

Sociology,
Anthropology,

Folklore, Social Work

Provide courses of
sociology research
method for doctoral
students and
postgraduates for
academic degrees,
jointly train doctoral
students, and co-
publish high-level
journal articles with
teachers of the
academy and the
school, and promote
inter-school exchanges
and cooperation in
BNU.

Meet the BNU hiring criteria for Outstanding Academic
Leaders of humanities and social sciences. Foreign
university professors of certain influence in the field and
with ability to promote joint research and publish high-
level journal articles.

Lin 010-58802885 casm@bnu.edu.cn
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010-58802885 casm@bnu.edu.cnOutstanding
Academic Leaders Sociology

Social Administration
and Social Policy,
Sociology,
Anthropology,
Folklore, Social Work

Work as the chief
expert, undertake key
governance support
research tasks, and
enhance the
competitiveness of the
team.

Bl level: meet the BNU hiring criteria for Outstanding
Academic Leaders of B1 level of humanities and social
sciences.

B2 level: meet the BNU hiring criteria for Outstanding
Academic Leaders of B2 level of humanities and social
sciences. Aged under 45 in principle, and meet at least
two of the following conditions: publish at least 5 articles
as the first author, which have been approved by the
Communist Party of China and the state leaders and play
a role in promoting practice and innovation; candidates of
the state-level “New Century National Hundred,
Thousand and Ten Thousand Talent Project”; chief
experts of state-level Marxist theoretical research and
building project; State-level Outstanding College
Teachers; the first prize winner (ranked first) of the
Excellent College Research Achievement (Humanities
and Social Sciences) granted by the Ministry of
Education; the first prize winner (ranked first) of the
state-level Teaching Achievement; chief experts for
major projects of National Social Science Fund of China;
chief Experts for Major Research Projects of Philosophy
and Social Sciences of the Ministry of Education;
responsible person for key projects of National Natural
Science Foundation of China; the first prize winner of
state-level teaching materials which are of high market
share; finalists not succeeding in the assessment of the
state-level major talent program; outstanding academic
leaders for think tank building and special talents
urgently needed for discipline and industry development.
Those who have won the top international award or honor
in the field, or who have the potential to become
outstanding academic leaders in the field.
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